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Abstract:
This exploratory qualitative research aimed at combining the negative perception of
cardholders to negative blogs in using a credit card purchasing power in order to
develop a new business model and spent analyzer, i.e., transforming online
negative blogs in the use of credit cards in electronic transactions as basis
for creating a business spend analyzer model. Specifically, it looked into the
negative blogs posted by the credit card holders in terms of visa/master cards electronic
business transactions, the analysis of negative blogs to produce a useful information for
the visa and master cards holder, and the creation of business spend analyzer model.
There were 1793 blogs considered and used in the study and 12 themes emerged
namely; failure to transact payments, failure to reflect payments, failure to
update, failure to give discounts, no reward points, excessive annual fees, failure to use,
no cash out, too many calls, received threats, legal letters and experienced embarrassing
situation. Based on the analysis of the online negative blogs, Semantia software had
been used and revealed that the sentiment analysis is .024 and generally neutral,
however its neutrality tends to be more into negative as the number of negative blogs
is becoming more evident against the positive words. Modifying the model and
removing the Acquirer entity can save the credit card holders in paying the hidden cost
and can just be converted to savings. The used of spent analyzer is acceptable as it
gradually allows the credit card holder to recover from the net of debt.
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Introduction
An electronic transaction is the sale or purchase of goods or services, whether between
businesses, households, individuals, governments, and other public or private
organizations, conducted over computer-mediated networks. In the past 25 years, credit
card has become almost universally held product as shown by an increase in credit card
ownership from 4% to 77% (Johnson, 2007). Credit card ownership and usage have
substantially increased in recent decades (Wickramasinghe & Gurugamage, 2009). Credit
card ownership is so widespread among consumers in some of the rich and economically
developed countries that penetration rates are approaching 100%. Credit cards are
similarly becoming increasingly available in many parts of developing countries (AbdulMuhmin & Umar, 2007).
In Asia, the liberalization of the financial sectors has resulted in the rapid proliferation of
credit card companies (Gan et al., 2008). In the Philippines, credit cards provided by the
banking industry are an emerging source of household credit (Tan, 2009). The credit card
outstanding loans in the country grew to Php 190.55 billion at the end of the year 2013,
with an average annual increase of 7.89% from 2008 (Banko Sentral ng Pilipinas [BSP],
2014a). This trend reflects the growing popularity of the credit card as a preferred mode
of payment for goods and services in lieu of cash, checks, and other forms of payment
(Abdul-Muhmin & Umar, 2007). Notably, there is a growing notion about its purchasing
power in lieu with almost if not all companies allowed and accepted the use of credit
cards. In the Philippines, the rate of consumer defaults almost triples the average in
Asia (Estayo, 2008). For the last five years, the average non-performing loans or past due
accounts amount to Php18.02 billion. Defaults of payment among cardholders could lead
to higher credit expense due to compounding interests and penalties. Worsening the
problem, the credit card interest rates in the country are currently among the highest in
the world (Tan, 2009). On average, consumers end up paying 3.5% interest rate per
month or 42% per annum on past due accounts while the average lending rate of
commercial banks only ranges from 6.21% per annum in the start of first-quarter of 2013
to 5.72 % per annum at the end of the forth-quarter of 2013 (BSP, 2014a). The highinterest margin is imposed by banks on credit cards because credit risk is inherent in the
industry; credit card transactions do not require collateral and high transaction costs can
be incurred if banks go to court in the case of defaults (Cayanan & Ledesma, 2005).
Therefore, the credit card industry becomes problematic if credit cards are given to the
consumers who do risky credit card activities. Despite the situation, there is still an
immense marketing campaign among credit card issuers in the country. The increase in
credit card usage among consumers is due to the developing nature of the financial
system in the country (BSP, 2014b). There is a need to educate consumers in using a
credit card by proposing a business model and spent analyzer.
This study aimed to transform online negative blogs in the use of credit cards in
electronic transactions as basis for creating a business spend analyzer model. Specifically,
it sought answers to the following questions: What are the negative blogs posted by the
credit card holders in terms of visa/master cards electronic business transactions? How
the negative blogs be analyzed and be able to produce a useful information for the visa
and master cards holder?. How can a business Spend Analyzer model be created?
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Methods
In the study, a qualitative research was adopted due to its primarily exploratory research
in nature. It is used to gain an understanding of underlying reasons, opinions, and
motivations. It provides insights into the problem or helps to develop ideas or
hypotheses for potential quantitative research (Wyse, 2011). Qualitative Research is also
used to uncover trends in thought and opinions, and dive deeper into the problem.
Qualitative data collection methods vary using unstructured or semi-structured
techniques. Some common methods include focus groups (group discussions), individual
interviews, and participation/observations. The sample size is typically small, and
respondents are selected to fulfill a given quota (Rhodes, 2014).
To collect the blog, the researcher visited several blogging site related to credit cards to
be analyzed. The data collected from the internet underwent using special software
called Semantria. Likewise, the negative blogs that were collected were classified
according to the issuing bank and subject to interpretation and analysis.The researcher
asked several friends to navigate and look for blogs about the use of credit cards
specifically dealing with the complaints of using the credits cards in purchasing and other
related matters. Some of her friends emailed to the sites, some copied and sent to the
researcher by text and via email. There were almost 1000 blogs gathered in the study.
The data or blogs were also cleansed and considered only those English sentences
although the blogs have been also translated into English.
Theme Analysis: Sentiment and Theme Extraction was utilized. To correlate the results of
the perception of using the credit cards and blogs, document analysis and theme
extraction using a special software called Semantria was used to analyze the digital
transcripts of the of the online blogs. Semantria software extracts themes using the
digital transcript of the blogs taken from the online blogs to determine and follow trends
that appear over a period of time. Themes are noun phrases extracted from text and are
the primary means of identifying the main ideas within the digital transcript. In addition,
Semantria assigns a sentiment score to each extracted theme to understand the tone
behind the themes.
After the digital transcript was sent to Semantria, the engine identified the basic parts of
speech called POS tags. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how two simultaneous steps occur:

i.

Theme Extraction (Semantria, 2014)
Potential themes are extracted from POS tags and kept for scoring. A process
called Lexical Chaining occurs, which involves linking sentences through nouns that are
synonyms or otherwise related to each other. In this way, Semantria is able to establish a
conceptual chain in the content.
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ii.

1.

Once the Lexical Chaining and Potential Theme Extraction steps are finished, each theme
is scored based on Semantria’s algorithms. Potential themes that belong to the
highest Lexical Chain are assigned the highest score. The algorithm also takes context
and noun-phrase placement into account when scoring themes. If there are fewer than
four chains in the given text, the algorithm reverts to scoring purely based on count.
Results
The negative blogs posted by the credit card holders in terms of visa/master cards
electronic business transactions.
Table 4.1 shows the 12 themes that dominantly observed from the 1793 blogs collected
during the online collation of negative blogs. Out of the 1793 blogs, 929 is noted for Visa
Card or 51.2 percent while the remaining 883 or 48.8 percent is allocated for Master
Card. With the 12 themes extracted “failure to update” or checking the credit cards for
an update online is a common negative blogs from the blogs frequency analysis. It can be
noted also that “failure to transact payments” is the second highest theme of negative
blogs with 169 male and female accounts. The total male for visa cars is 469 while for
master card is 460, an almost equal number of bloggers for both credit cards. The female
of visa is composed of 450 while 414 for master cards. It can be said that majority of the
credit cards holder based on the gathered blogs are male. This statistics is valid because
majority of the workforce are male almost 57% while woman is almost 47% (Houston
Chronicle, 2013).
Table 4.1: Dominant Theme of Negative Blogs

Table 4.2 shows the four banks X,Y,Z and W (whose identity is keep for confidentiality)
distribution in terms of the negative online blogs posted. Bank X have all the negative
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blogs except “no cash out” where 11 out of the 12 negative blogs is evident to the bank.
Looking at the negative blogs themes, “no cash out” is not supported by the four major
banks. Some notable themes which the researcher herself suffered are the negative
blogs such as received threat calls, subpoena letter, and too many calls during customer
service is evident from the theme extracted (Acosta, 2014).
Table 4.2: Banks X,Y,Z and W Complaints Based on Negative Blogs

2.

Analyzing the negative blogs and be able to produce useful information for the visa and
master cards holders.
Blogs in Using Credit Cards
In this section, the blogs of credit cards users were collated and collected to feed in the
Semantria software for analysis. The Semantria reveals some of the attributes correlating
the results and perceptions of credit card holders as presented in the succeeding tables.
For brevity of discussion, Table 4.3 is the chunk of the complete table referring to the
blogs extracted from online blogging site in using credits cards. There are 30 blogs
selected and fed to the Semantira software, however only 16 blogs were presented in
this sections. Complete listing of the blogs is seen in Appendix B of the documents. The
blogs were coded and transformed and edited to suit the blog analysis formats.
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Table 4.3: The Collected Blogs from Credit Cards Users.

Table 4.4 is the comments and sentiment details of the blogs in using the credit cards.
The table reveals that out of the twenty two (22) chunks of comments, twelve (12) is
negative or 55.1%, eight (8) or 35.36% for neutral and two (2) or 9.04% for positive. Thus
the result tends to be on the negative side of sentiment. It can be notice also that blog
item one were processed four times in four (4) different category such as Business,
Computers, Finance and Games. The four categories belong to negative sentiment. Blog
item 3 and 4 were processed into two category, both in Business and Finance. It can also
be observed that blog item 5 were process four (4) times in the category of Business,
Finance, Games, Mobiles application and other properties that can be derived from the
table.
Table 4.4: Comments Category and Sentiment Details
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Proposed Business Spend Analyzer Model
In lieu of the negative online blogs of different card holders where they air their
frustration and disappointment, it becomes evident that majority of bloggers have been
problematic with the system of the credit card system primarily because of paying the
debt where the credit become more frequent and outside within the allowable budget.
Thus, it contributes to bad or delinquent account. For this matter, the proponent
proposed a business model that lessens or the payment at the same time an spent
analyzer is being introduced to floated credit cards. At the end of a specific time, the
creditor will be able to manage payment and eventually move out to the net of debt.
Business Model
A typical Visa transaction begins when the cardholder presents Visa-branded card to a
merchant for the payment of goods or services. The first step of the transaction is the
authorization. It is the process of approving or declining a transaction before a purchase
is finalized. The following diagram illustrates the steps involved in the authorization
process:

Figure 1: The Original Business Model (Visa Business Model, 2015)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The cardholder provides a Visa card to the merchant for the payment. The merchant
point of sale (pos) terminal reads the account number and other data encoded on the
card’s magnetic stripe or electronic chip.
The merchant terminal transmits the card information and transaction amount to the
acquirer or the acquirer processor.
The acquirer or acquirer processor combines the transaction information into an
authorization request message and transmits it to Visa.
Visa identifies the appropriate card issuing bank and routes routes the authorization
request to the issuer or the issuer processor for review.
The issuer or the issuer processor receives the request and then executes a series of
inquiries into its account systems to: assess the potential risk of fraud for the transaction;
establish that the account is in good standing; and verify that the cardholder has
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6.
7.

sufficient credit to cover the amount of the transaction. Then it approves or denies the
transaction and returns an authorization response message to Visa.
Visa routes the authorization response to the acquirer or the acquirer processor.
The acquirer or the acquirer processor transmits the result of the authorization request
to the merchant terminal.
If the transaction is approved, the merchant delivers the goods or services to the
cardholder. Now, the money needs to be transferred to the merchant account with the
acquirer. This is part of the clearing and settlement process.,
Implications of the Visa Model. Now, what do issuers, acquirers, and Visa gets out of this
transaction. If the cardholder makes a $100 payment, it is not completely transferred to
the merchant account. The merchant gets the amount net of the merchant discount fee.
If the merchant discount fee is 2.4%, then the merchant would receive $97.60 from the
transaction. The rest of $2.40 is split unevenly between the issuer and the acquirer,
depending upon the interchange rate. In case of an interchange rate of 1.8%, the issuer
will keep $1.80 and the acquirer will keep $0.60. Issuer gets to keep more of the
merchant discount fee because of a higher risk of payment default from the cardholder.
Visa does not make money from the individual transactions. Instead, it earns revenues
from the issuers and acquirers based upon the overall payment volumes and number of
transactions processed.
However, given the revised model as shown in Figure 2, the Acquirer can be
removed to save money from the credit card holder.

Figure 2: The Modified Business Model
Spent Analyzer
The traditional methods of repaying credit card debt include making a payment over the
counter or internet towards your bill, but when you're simply covering the interest, the
debt isn't reducing but debt is ballooning. Figure 3.1.a shows the typical way of
budgeting where you enter your income, budget the income and spend the budget,
however, the money at hand is not enough. A perennial problem in using a credit cards is
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“spend a lot and pay later”, unknowingly, your budget were drained by interest. So how
can we recover?

Defying the traditional payment scheme, Figure 3 shows a mechanism that allows the
credit cards holders to slowly recover his debt into a better budgeting scheme, applying
the concepts “Spend, Enter your income and budget your income scenario. The Spend
process refers to the time that a credit cards holder can no longer pay the total amount
of his/her bills but spend too much using the credit cards. Enter you income process
based on the figures, compare the income to the current credit and perform necessary
adjustment. Budget your income process allows you to slowly paying the bills by
gradually adjusting the payment scheme based on the small available funds. The process
will continue until a normalized debt control or if not zero credit is achieved. The
following situation/schenarion provides the necessary illustrative computation to
perform wise spending based on the small amount available also known as “spent
analyzer”.
When a card holder used his/her credit cards, you're given a grace period to pay things
off. Normally, as long as you pay it in full within that time frame, then you are not
charged interest. Many people take advantage of this. They charge this month, then pay
it off next month. Because you pay it off every month, you feel like you’re doing fine. But
in reality, you’re a month behind. It’s often difficult to realize this because it's hard to
visualize. For the purpose of illustration the author used Microsoft Excel and small
amount of money to illustrate the modified Figure 4.3.a. into Figure 4.3.b process.
1. Sample Situation:
January: The credit card holder charges a bunch of spending on his/her credit card. Pay
bills with this card, buy groceries, etc. Everything goes on the card. The total is 9,000
pesos.
February: The credit card holder avoids interest and then paid the full amount. The
salary is 10,000. He/she paid in full. Great, now you can pay the bill.
Here’s the problem: There’s only 1,000 left available budget. You can’t budget for the
entire month now because the vast majority of your money went to the credit card. So
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what do you do? You charge everything in the credit cards and the cycle starts all over
again.
Here it is in a nutshell: You are using this month’s money to cover last month’s
spending. Since that money is gone, you can’t budget for this month’s spending.
Instead of:
Enter Income > Budget Income > Spend according to that plan as seen in Figure 4.3.a.,
Your steps are:
Spend > Enter Income > Budget to cover past spending based on Figure 4.3.b.
2. Breaking the Cycle.
There are many options but then a more realistic and more doable is to treat the balance
as debt and pay it off slowly. In this method the credit card holder can be able to budget
proactively for future spending and see the debt in one place.
In this case budget the 4,000 where you need it first. Whatever is left is budgeted toward
the credit card category and that’s what you send toward the old balance. In February,
you were able to budget 900 toward the debt after taking care of other areas.
For the purpose of brevity and discussion, all the tables in succeeding sections were
modified and re-structured. As shown in Table 4.9.a, the salary of the card holder is
initially at P4000 pesos with outflows of P-6270. Based on the initial salary, a 4000 is not
enough to pay all the expenses with a negative balance of P2270.
Table 4.5 a Spent Analyzer – Analyzing the Budget and Outflows – Level 0
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Table 4.5.b Spent Analyzer – Restructuring the Payment Scheme of Credit Card – Level 1

The total debt in using the credit card is P3700. Initially the creditor (credit card holder)
cannot pay the whole amount, given a salary of P4000; it will leave the creditor of P300.
The P300 cannot suffice the expenses for the next month.
Table 4.5.c – Spent Analyzer – Restructuring Payment with Zero Incurred Expenses of
Credit Card Level 2
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Table 4.5.d – Spent Analyzer – Normalizing the Credit Card Level 3

The creditor paid an initial amount of P900 for the month of February while limiting the
payment of other category as seen in Table 4.9.a. For Table 4.9.b, the creditor paid an
amount of P1250 without further using the credit card while continuously adjusting the
payment to other category. Thus, the balance debt of the credit becomes P1550 for the
month of March. Based on the savings from Table 4.9.c – the spent analyzer for the
month of April paid the amount of P1550; leaving the balance to zero (0) for the credit
cards. In Table 4.9.d, normalizes the payment scheme for credit cards while savings in the
other categories. The creditor now become free and ready to spend his/her earning
wisely. After the correction, there’s 3700 available to budget. The credit card holder
decides to buckle down and just live on this money. The spent analyzer will continuously
perform to the nth level till the value of the debt becomes manageable, if not zero (0)
after several months of paying. This means you’ve used your credit card wisely and can
pay the bill at any time. While both these walkthroughs were simplified, the concepts
apply across the board. Either approach will get you there. Some people find it easier to
just focus on the overspending in one place. Whichever approach you use, your goal
should be to eliminate more and more of the red (negative) each month until it’s gone.
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Discussion
Based on the results, there are 12 themes that dominantly observed from the 1793
blogs collected during the online collation of negative blogs. Out of the 1793 blogs, 929 is
noted for Visa Card or 51.2 percent while the remaining 883 or 48.8 percent is allocated
for Master Card.. The total male for visa cars is 469 while for master card is 460, an
almost equal number of bloggers for both credit cards. The female of visa is composed of
450 while 414 for master cards. It can be said that majority of the credit cards holder
based on the gathered blogs are male. This statistics is valid because majority of the
workforce are male almost 57% while woman is almost 47% (Houston Chronicle, 2013).
Four banks X,Y,Z and W (whose identity is kept for confidentiality) distribution in terms of
the negative online blogs was posted. Bank X have all the negative blogs except “no cash
out” where 11 out of the 12 negative blogs is evident to the bank. Looking at the
negative blogs themes, “no cash out” is not supported by the four major banks. Some
notable themes which the researcher herself suffered are the negative blogs such as
received threat calls, subpoena letter, and too many calls during customer service is
evident from the theme extracted (Acosta, 2014).
Semantria software revealed that the digital transcripts is neutral with a score of -0.020.
Several negative and positive words have emerged in the transcripts making the analysis
become a neutral as it was almost reaches 0.0 the falls within neutral values. Several
negative words revealed the following words: annoying, disappointed, scare, never be,
aggressive, hacked, and afraid whereas positive words are: worthy, updated, agree,
recommended, feasible, love and sweet. The result as neutral does not mean negative
but opportunities to consider by the customers in using the credit cards. Thus the results
also coincides with the findings in the perceptions that it cannot be determined whether
this is significant or not. For example the z test results in Table 4.2 and z test in Table 4.4
varies accordingly. There is a need to justify whether the neutral is being negative or
more on the positive side. The succeeding Table 4.7 reveals the answer.
Comments and sentiment details of the blogs in using the credit cards reveals that out of
the twenty two (22) chunks of comments, twelve (12) is negative or 55.1%, eight (8) or
35.36% for neutral and two (2) or 9.04% for positive. Thus the result tends to be on the
negative side of sentiment. It can be notice also that blog item one were processed four
times in four (4) different category such as Business, Computers, Finance and Games. The
four categories belong to negative sentiment. Blog item 3 and 4 were processed into two
category, both in Business and Finance. It can also be observed that blog item 5 were
process four (4) times in the category of Business, Finance, Games, Mobiles application
and other properties that can be derived from the table.
In lieu of the negative online blogs of different card holders where they air their
frustration and disappointment, it becomes evident that majority of bloggers have been
problematic with the system of the credit card system primarily because of paying the
debt where the credit become more frequent and outside within the allowable budget.
Thus it contributes to bad or delinquent account. For this matter, the proponents
proposed a business model that lessen or the payment at the same time an spent
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analyzer is being introduced to floated credit cards. At the end of a specific time, the
creditor will be able to manage payment and eventually move out to the net of debt.
The study is an exploratory under the qualitative analysis and therefore the conclusion is
valid based on the given data and based on the limited parameters. There are 1793 blogs
considered and used in the study and 12 themes have emerged namely; failure to
transact payments, failure to reflect payments, failure to update, failure to give
discounts, no reward points, excessive annual fees, failure to use, no cash out, too many
calls, received threats, legal letters and experienced embarrassing situation. Based on the
analysis of the online negative blogs, Semantia software has been used and reveals that
the sentiment analysis is .024 and generally neutral, however its neutrality tends to be
more into negative as the number of negative blogs is becoming more evident against
the positive words. Modifying the model and removing the Acquirer entity can save the
credit card holders in paying the hidden cost and can just be converted to savings. The
used of spent analyzer is acceptable as its gradually allow the credit card holder to
recover from the net of debt.
Future research could be conducted, perhaps using an experimental approach where:
consider thousands of suggestions, comments, remarks and negative blogs into a more
sophisticated blogs analysis with the use of natural language processing thereby helping
individual to understand their sentiments; instead of Semantria, a software should be
develop to analyze intelligently the negative blogs and be able to establish the
correlation to perceptions to understand better the disappointments of the credit card
holders ; the spent analyzer is not sufficient and it is only for recommendatory used and
it is up to the individual to used it or not. For this, an educational avenue from the card
issuer must be ensure to educate the credit card holder to be responsible and
understand how credit cards interest ruin their credit portfolio; there should be an
experimental design that invites consumers to use credit cards in a few situations and
subsequently manipulate specific sets of interventions (e.g. interest rates, awareness
messages [rational/affective]) to encourage responsible usage of credit cards ; ultimately,
the decision to use credit cards responsibly falls on the hands of young consumers
themselves. As such, young consumers are recommended to think carefully before they
swipe their cards, have budgets, and if possible, apply for debit cards instead of credit
cards to avoid situations of overspending.
“A change is hard to achieve but a difference is easy to accomplish. It only takes one
person to make a difference. Start with you; make a difference then it will become a
change!”
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